In July 2018, the ISAAC International AAC Conference will be held in Australia for the first time ever!

The Northern Territory (NT) is the magnificent “red centre” of Australia, showcasing the most beautiful desert landscapes. Just a few hours flight from the Gold Coast (Where ISAAC 2018 is held), the Northern Territory is a must-see destination on your itinerary.

Here’s just a few of many NT highlights, that you will have to see to believe:

**Uluru**
Experience the incredible and iconic Uluru, while learning about ancient traditions, and the history of this beautiful land.

**Alice Springs**
Experience the true outback and culture of Australia. Explore historic sites, see the incredible art works by local artists in the Aboriginal art galleries, and enjoy amazing desert views.

**Nitmiluk Gorge (Katherine)**
Make your way to the Nitmiluk National Park to discover 13 stunning gorges!

**Litchfield National Park (Darwin)**
Discover spectacular waterfalls and natural swimming holes.

ISAAC Conference 2018
For more news, follow ISAAC on Twitter or Facebook.